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The giant magnetostriction observed in rare-earth transition-metal compounds such as Terfenol-D
�Tb0.3Dy0.7Fe2� is commonly associated with the huge anisotropy of the 4f electron cloud. We report here the
experimental observation of this phenomenon at the atomic scale, in amorphous matter. By using extended
x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy in a differential mode, the bond strains resulting from the coupling
between the anisotropic shape of the Tb 4f charge density and the environment crystalline electric field are
measured. In a-TbFe2 we measure Fe-Fe and Fe-Tb bond contractions equal to 6�1��10−4 Å and of 9�2�
�10−4 Å, respectively. These are the smallest atomic displacements ever detected in amorphous matter.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.020406 PACS number�s�: 75.80.�q, 61.05.cj, 75.50.Kj, 75.50.Cc

In order to efficiently convert electromagnetic energy into
mechanical work and vice versa, magnetostrictive transduc-
ers require strong magnetoelastic coupling.1 This can be
found, for example, in the elementary rare-earth �RE� metals
�which exhibit strains up to �l / l�7500�10−6� as well as in
RE alloys.2,3 The strain is thought to arise from the highly
anisotropic 4f charge distribution, which couples to both the
4f magnetic moment �through the spin-orbit interaction� and
the surrounding atoms �via the so-called crystalline electric
field, CEF�. Changes in size or orientation of the RE mag-
netic moment are reflected in a change of the 4f charge dis-
tribution, which in turn forces the surrounding atoms to at-
tain new equilibrium positions, minimizing the total energy.
The end result is a large magnetostrictive strain.4

Although the fundamental mechanism driving magneto-
striction has been known for many years, experimental evi-
dence of the coupling between changes in the 4f charge den-
sity and the resulting changes in near neighbor bond lengths
is still lacking. This is primarily due to the difficulty in find-
ing a suitable probe with which to measure strains at an
atomic scale. In this Rapid Communication, we give the ex-
perimental proof of this mechanism by simultaneously mea-
suring the 4f charge anisotropy and the changes in distances
of the surrounding atoms in an amorphous material. We used
TbFe2, a RE-Fe compound which is magnetic at room tem-
perature and presents significant advantages over the RE
metals. Due to the RE metals’ low Curie temperature �Tc�
and high magnetocrystalline anisotropy �MCA�, strong mag-
netostriction is only seen at low temperatures and in large
fields. Much work in recent decades has focused on the study
of cubic Laves �or C15� phase RE-Fe2 compounds, with Cu-
rie temperature Tc�700 K, in an attempt to manufacture
high-strain devices that operate at room temperature �RT�.
Low MCA, inherent to cubic symmetry, permits magneto-
striction to be revealed in modest fields. For a review see
Ref. 5.

In the RE-Fe2 structure, the local symmetry at the rare-
earth site is such that a rhombohedral �111� distortion is
more strongly favored than a tetragonal �100� distortion:

��111 /�100��1 where �111 and �100 are the relative deforma-
tions along �111� and �100�, respectively. Thus, in polycrys-
talline materials, the magnetostriction and magnetomechani-
cal coupling is strongly dependent upon crystallite
orientation. Within this family, the crystalline compound
TbFe2 �c-TbFe2� has the largest intrinsic zero kelvin magne-
tostriction, exceeding �l / l�4000�10−6.6 Because of strong
Fe-Fe and Fe-Tb exchange interactions, more than half of
this magnetostriction is preserved at RT �Tc=698 K�.

The mechanism for these magnetoelastic distortions was
explained 40 years ago by Cullen and Clark,7 who demon-
strated that in TbFe2, an internal displacement involving the
shift of Tb atoms along the �111� direction is the only infinite
wavelength internal mode that can couple to the RE orbital
moment. This displacement lowers the symmetry and drives
the external rhombohedral distortion.8 According to this pic-
ture, internal shifts of the Fe atoms are negligible since they
couple to neither the orbital momenta nor the external
strains. Recent ab initio calculations9 have provided reason-
able agreement with the observed magnetostriction, but
again experimental proof of the underlying mechanism is
missing.

In this study, amorphous, rather than polycrystalline,
TbFe2 was chosen. The mechanisms which govern magneto-
striction in the cubic RE-Fe2 compounds are essentially pre-
served in the amorphous state, while the problem of crystal-
lite orientation strongly affecting the magnetostriction in
crystalline systems is avoided. Samples were deposited on a
200 �m vitreous carbon substrate by RF sputtering in an Ar
plasma until the optimal thickness of �6 micrometers re-
quired for the measurements was obtained. The films were
peeled off their substrate, and quantitative microanalysis
used to determine their elemental composition �72 at. % Fe,
and 28 at. % Tb�. X-ray diffraction confirmed their amor-
phous nature.

Since the structural disorder inherent to the amorphous
phase suppresses any macroscopic anisotropy, there is con-
siderable interest in the application of such amorphous ma-
terials �Ref. 10 and references therein�. In amorphous TbFe2
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�a-TbFe2�, strain values of the order of �300�10−6 have
been reported at 0.5 T.5 Although these values are much
lower than those observed in c-TbFe2, they are still relatively
large, in agreement with the fact that the mechanism respon-
sible for the magnetostriction in the crystalline systems is
still active in the disordered amorphous structure.

In 1996, Bonin and Crozier attempted to use x-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy �XAS� as a microscopic strain gauge to
determine which atoms contribute to the observed giant mag-
netostriction of Terfenol-D �Tb0.3Dy0.7Fe2�.11 Unfortunately,
no internal distortions of the unit cell were observed to
within �0.003 Å, leading them to conclude that the reso-
lution of the technique was insufficient for this task. How-
ever, the recent development of differential-mode XAS �Dif-
fXAS� has changed this situation. In 2005, Pettifer et al.
demonstrated that the sensitivity of XAS could be enhanced
by about two orders of magnitude by using a dispersive XAS
spectrometer coupled to a high brilliance synchrotron
source.12 DiffXAS was then further developed to investigate
magnetoelastic coupling in 3d metals13 and then to address
the enigmatic question of the origin of enhanced magneto-
striction in the technologically attractive Galfenol
�Ga0.2Fe0.8� system14 where magnetostrictive constants � in
the environment of a specific atom could be quantified. �,
however, describes a “lattice” property, not an “atomic”
property, reflecting the average behavior over a number of
different bonds which can individually show positive or
negative strain. In the present work, the first on amorphous
matter, the isotropic nature of the sample allowed us to apply
a data analysis procedure based on the standard extended
x-ray absorption fine structure �EXAFS� analysis to extract
directly the first shell bond strains. This precise knowledge
of the amplitude and sign of the changes in individual bond
lengths allows, on the one hand, theoretical predictions of
atomic behavior to be experimentally verified, and on the
other, an understanding to be developed regarding which
atomic movements are responsible for the macroscopic ef-
fects that we observe.

The XAS and DiffXAS measurements were performed at
beamline ID24 of the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility.15 For the DiffXAS measurements, the sample was
placed at the center of a 0.5 T magnetic field, which rotated
in the plane perpendicular to the propagation of linearly po-
larized x rays. The absorption coefficient, ��E�, was re-
corded with the magnetic field direction B parallel and then
perpendicular, ���E� and ���E�, respectively, to the x-ray

electric-field polarization vector E. The differential absorp-
tion, ���E�=���E�-���E�, averaged over a large number of
cycles to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, was normalized
by dividing by the edge jump. The changes in bond lengths
derived from ���E� are thus the average differences in
length, projected along E, resulting from a 90° rotation of the
applied magnetic field.

Figures 1�a� and 1�b� show the raw Tb L3 and Fe K edge
absorption spectra ��E� and the normalized DiffXAS ���E�.
At the Tb L3 edge, the differential signal ���E� is dominated
by a large x-ray magnetic linear dichroism �XMLD� signal16

at the absorption onset, of peak-peak amplitude ����P-P�5
�10−3 . ���E� features a major peak at 7515 eV, with a
well resolved shoulder at 7510 eV. In the absorption spec-
trum ��E� however, a single resonance is observed, corre-
sponding to the onset of the dipole allowed 2p→5d transi-
tion.

At the Fe K edge, the XMLD signal at the absorption
onset is much weaker, ����P-P�2�10−4, and ���E� is
dominated by the differential EXAFS oscillations that extend
for over 200 eV beyond the edge. To analyze this signal, we
first performed a standard EXAFS data analysis17 to extract
the “average” local structure in the environment of Tb and
Fe, by fitting simultaneously the EXAFS signals ��k� ex-
tracted from the absorption spectra ��E� at both edges. By
Fourier filtering the ��k� oscillations, we found that the sig-
nal in R-space extends only up to about 3.0 Å from the Fe or
Tb absorber, with information from larger distances being
washed out due to the large structural disorder intrinsic to
amorphous matter. The EXAFS is therefore not sensitive to
Tb-Tb interactions at RTbTb�3.2 Å. For both edges, ��k�
could be reproduced well in this frequency range using a
model based on the structure of c-TbFe2, where Fe is sur-
rounded by six Fe and six Tb atoms at distances RFeFe
=2.60 Å and RFeTb=3.05 Å. Coordination numbers were
fixed to their nominal values in the crystal. Fitted parameters
were bond distances RFeFe and RFeTb, mean-square relative
displacements �	FeFe

2 and �	FeTb
2 , and a common energy off-

set �E. Best fit parameters were RFeFe=2.48�1� Å, �	FeFe
2

=17�1��10−3 Å2, RFeTb=3.05�3� Å, �	FeTb
2 =35�5�

�10−3 Å2, �E=4�1� eV. The results are shown in Fig. 2�a�.
The local environment around Fe and Tb can therefore be
described quite well by a disordered “Laves phase” structure,
with a slight contraction �−5%� of the Fe-Fe bonds and with
large static disorder, especially on the Tb positions. Our re-
sults are consistent with the early EXAFS work of Stern et
al.18 on a-RE-Fe2 compounds.
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FIG. 1. �a� Raw Tb L3 edge
XAS signal ��E� and normalized
DiffXAS ���E�=��-��. �b� Raw
Fe K edge XAS signal ��E� and
normalized DiffXAS ���E�
=��-��. The inset compares the
Fourier transform of the EXAFS
�line� and DiffXAS �crosses�
oscillations.
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Given the average local structural parameters, we then
analyzed the DiffXAS signal ���E� �Ref. 19� to extract val-
ues of bond strains, 
R=R� −R�, for both Fe-Fe and Fe-Tb.
The best fit, shown in Fig. 2�b�, yields strain values

RFeFe /RFeFe=−230�40��10−6 and 
RFeTb /RFeTb=−340�80�
�10−6. The sign of the atomic Fe-Fe and Fe-Tb magneto-
strictive strain is negative, in agreement with the earlier
�though inconclusive� EXAFS experiment on Terfenol-D,11

but opposite to that of macroscopic measurements.5 Since the
microscopic strain must build up to the observed positive
macroscopic strain, we conclude that the Tb-Tb strain,

RTbTb, must be much larger than 
RFeFe and 
RFeTb, and that
it must be positive.

Since our EXAFS data was not sensitive to the Tb-Tb
bond, we tried to extract some information on the Tb-Tb
strain from the large differential signal observed around the
Tb L3 white line. We performed ab initio calculations using a
monoelectronic, Muffin Tin potential in the framework of
fully relativistic multiple-scattering theory,20 thus including
the spin-orbit interaction. The calculation was based on a
small cluster of c-TbFe2 of radius equal to 3.1 Å, encom-
passing the central Tb and its 12 Fe neighbors at RTb-Fe
=3.05 Å. This was then extended to 4.0 Å to include the 4
Tb neighbors at RTbTb=3.2 Å. The calculation is ab initio in
the sense that from the atomic cluster and the orientation of
the atomic magnetic moments �assumed to be aligned with
the external magnetic field�, no other parameters are used to
solve the Dirac �or Schrödinger-like� equation. The resulting
electronic structure permits the calculation of the transition
matrices and the absorption cross section. Static disorder was
not included, but the signal was averaged over a set of ran-
domly oriented crystallites, to take into account the isotropic
nature of our sample.

We carried out calculations for the nominal c-TbFe2 struc-
ture �with all atoms at their equilibrium positions� as well as
for an “internally distorted” structure, involving a displace-
ment of the Tb atom from its equilibrium position along the
�111� direction when B � �111�, and no displacement when
B� �111�. In the left panel of Fig. 3 we compare the experi-
mental ���E� �bottom� with the result of the calculation for
the undistorted structure for the 3.1 �top� and 4.0 Å �middle�
cluster. The amplitude and shape of the signal are correctly
reproduced only when the calculation includes the four
Tb-Tb bonds, indicating that it is particularly sensitive to the

Tb-Tb interaction. The main peak at 7515 eV corresponding
to the 2p→5d dipole transition arises from an electric-
quadrupole moment carried by the Tb 5d electrons, i.e., a
difference in the 5d electron-density projected �B and �B.
The shoulder at 7510 eV, found to be associated with the
dipole-forbidden 2p→4f transition, is invisible in the ab-
sorption spectrum but strongly highlighted in the XMLD.
This implies that a major change occurs also in the projec-
tion of the 4f electron density. Such a result is expected for
M-rich RE-M alloys �M =Fe or Co�, where, due to the pre-
dominance of the RE-M exchange interactions over CEF in-
teractions, the 4f electron density is not rigidly clamped to
the lattice but rotates together with the 4f moments. The
agreement in shape and intensity between the calculation and
the experiment is excellent �no scale adjustment parameter
was used on either axis� considering the crudeness of the
potential used, and the approximations made to simulate the
amorphous structure �no structural disorder�.

In the right panel of Fig. 3, we introduce displacements of
the Tb from its equilibrium position, and see that the ampli-
tude and shape of the peak at 7515 eV is particularly sensi-
tive to its position. The red and green lines correspond to

RTbTb /RTbTb=+8200�10−6 �red� and −8200�10−6 �green�
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Am-
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of the Fe K-edge EXAFS com-
pared to best fit Fe-Fe �dash blue�,
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�dot black� components. Note that
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respectively. The best agreement with experiment was ob-
tained for 
RTbTb /RTbTb�+2500�10−6 �blue�, indicating an
important elongation of the Tb-Tb bond. This finding, al-
though qualitative, is important because it adds consistency
to our quantitative Fe K-edge data analysis.

The large positive Tb-Tb strain is in agreement with the
early work of Cullen and Clark.7 However, the authors did
not foresee any displacement of Fe atoms in the crystal. Our
measurements unequivocally detect a displacement of Fe at-
oms in our amorphous samples. According to Coehoorn,21

the MCA in RE alloys may be understood by considering the
coupling between the 4f orbitals and the on-site aspherical
valence electron charge density. In RE-M alloys, the valence
electron charge density at a given RE site is higher along a
direction toward M atoms, characterized by a high valence
electron number, and lower toward RE atoms, characterized
by a lower valence electron number. Since magnetostriction
is the process by which a strain develops to further minimize
the MCA energy, for RE elements �such as Tb� having an
oblate 4f shell, RE-RE �RE-M� bonds are positively �nega-
tively� strained when the moment is directed toward the bond
direction and negatively strained in the other case. Thus,

RTbFe must be negative and 
RTbTb positive, in agreement
with experiment. In this discussion, the Fe-Fe bond strain is
not directly involved. To explain the observed negative

RFeFe, it should be considered that the magnetostrictive de-
formation works against elastic energy. To minimize the elas-
tic energy, the Fe-Fe strain is expected to be of opposite sign
to the dominant positive Tb-Tb strain. In conclusion, by
strain measurement at an atomic level in amorphous matter,
we have experimentally revealed the coupling between a
change in the shape of the anisotropic 4f charge density and
the resulting change in near neighbor bond lengths. In
a-TbFe2 the derived elongation of the Tb-Tb bond is of the
order of 8�10−3 Å and the Fe-Fe and Fe-Tb bond contrac-
tions are equal to 6�1��10−4 Å and 9�2��10−4 Å, respec-
tively. These are the smallest atomic displacements ever de-

tected in amorphous matter. The measurement of such
displacement in amorphous magnetic materials provides a
unique tool to analyze the coupling that exists between mag-
netic and elastic properties at the atomic scale. In principle,
in ordered systems, XRD should be able to approach the
same sensitivity to strain as obtained here,22 but no other
technique to date can compete with EXAFS concerning the
sensitivity to changes in nearest-neighbor bond lengths in
totally disordered systems.

Potential applications of this technique within the field of
magnetically anisotropic systems include investigation of
Laves phases with different RE atoms, such as the giant
magnetostrictive Terfenol-D �Tb0.3Dy0.7Fe2�, where the role
played by the asymmetry of each RE could be analyzed
separately. In systems where the contribution to anisotropy
and magnetostriction from 3d magnetism is large, the mea-
surement of M-M local displacement could help in determin-
ing the symmetry of the dominant 3d orbitals. Beyond mag-
netic anisotropy, the ability to measure tiny atomic
displacements opens many opportunities to examine magne-
toelastic coupling in general. Among potential systems are
Invar alloys such as Fe-Ni, Fe3Pt or RE2Fe17 or systems
where a transition between two magnetic states exists. As
shown for the case of an amorphous system, an important
aspect of the present analysis lies is the fact that the funda-
mental anisotropic character of the considered interactions is
not hidden by the isotropic character of the average system.
This is very significant considering that a strong interest
presently exists for magnetic materials characterized by a
certain degree of intrinsic disorder �frustrated magnetic sys-
tems, small aggregates, interfacial exchange bias, etc.�.
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